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Overview 
Many software vendors still do not provide Windows Installer (MSI) setups for their 
products. If you want an MSI installation, you will need to repackage the setup provided 
by the vendor into the Windows Installer format. Even when vendors do ship Windows 
Installer setups with their products, those packages almost always require some level of 
customization to suit the needs of your organization. A separate methodology is required 
to address two scenarios, and here we will discuss best practices to getting the job done 
either way. 

The Demand for Setup Migration 
Why migrate setups to the Windows Installer format? If you are reading this, you 
probably have a reason of your own. Many require Windows Installer packages in order 
to take advantage of the ability to deploy software using Group Policy. Others 
organizations have simply chosen to standardize on Windows Installer for the many 
benefits it provides. 

Windows Installer Benefits 
The benefits of Windows Installer are a topic we will cover briefly as it is already a very 
well documented subject. Some key benefits include: 

§ Self-Healing 
§ Install On Demand 
§ Advertising 
§ Rollback Support 
§ Complete Command-Line Control 
§ Standardization 
 
Self-Healing, Install On Demand, Advertising 
This self-healing means Windows Installer will automatically reinstall any files that are 
accidentally removed so that the missing file does not keep the application from 
operating. Install on demand means that you do not need to deploy an entire application, 
but can deploy elements of the most commonly used applications with the others 
configured to install when (and if) the user attempts to make use of them. Finally we 
have advertising. This feature of the Windows Installer allows for only the Windows 
Installer shortcuts (and the logic that goes with them) to be deployed so that the whole 
application will install when the user attempts to launch it. 

These are all related features in that the software is installed and a missing item triggers 
the installation (or reinstallation) of the feature to which the missing item belongs. When 
launched, if the key item for any component is found to be missing, the entire feature to 
which that item belongs is reinstalled. In this same way, install on demand and 
advertising features perform an installation when a feature is found not to exist (or in the 
case of advertising, an entire application). The entry point for the package, most 
commonly a Windows Installer shortcut, triggers a check for all key files before actually 
starting the application and performs any necessary “repair” prior to launch. 
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Tip: Because self-healing happens at the feature level, it is a good idea to include 
items prone to triggering this behavior into their own feature. If your entire 
application is packaged into a single feature, the entire application will be reinstalled 
if any one key item is found to be missing. This is especially true of any files or 
registry entries targeted for the user profile (including HKEY_CURRENT_USER). 
Placing such items in their own feature will minimize the network traffic and time it 
will take to install these items for each user that runs the application. 
 

 
Rollback Support 
The installation (and removal) of software, if an installation fails for any reason, will 
automatically undo any changes made to the system. During an interactive installation 
(not silent) you see this behavior in the form of a progress bar working backwards as 
changes made to the system are undone. The value of this feature becomes apparent 
when you consider what would happen if you had installations failing halfway through the 
process on thousands of machines: How would you remove the changes? How would the 
changes affect the installation of your “corrected” package? With Windows Installer, this 
is not a concern. 

Complete Command-Line Control 
A large number of command-line switches are available to control the installation of a 
package. Among many other things, you can use the MsiExec.exe utility to specify if a 
package should install, uninstall, or reinstall. But for us administrators, one of the best 
features is to control what is displayed to the screen. You can show a progress bar, 
remove the cancel button, or show nothing at all: pretty much every option you would 
want has been covered. Another important feature is logging, and you have 
unprecedented control over the level of detail for logging (and naturally the name and 
location for the log file).  

We will discuss customization more later on in this guide, but it is important to note that 
a vast number of customization options are also possible from the command line. You 
can control the behavior of the installation using public properties, or you can make any 
customization you wish by creating a transform file (MST) for the Windows Installer 
package. 

Standardization 
The way an installation or removal of software was handled before Windows Installer 
existed was entirely up to the developer. Now, we have a set of rules so there is some 
behavior that you can count upon. This does not mean that customization of an MSI is 
not necessary for your organization - but that you can reliably implement the same 
process to create a transform file (MST) or set a standard public property to implement 
that customization. Further, you can count on the other features we discussed here 
including command-line control, logging, rollback support, etc. without counting on the 
developer to have taken special steps to make them available to you. 

Tip: Another tool available to us as a result of standardization is MSI validation. 
Validation tools run internal consistency evaluators (ICEs) against an MSI to 
determine if it is following the Windows Installer rules. 
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Investigation  
One of the first things to determine when working to create a deployment package is: 
What kind of setup are you working with? 

Know What You Are Dealing With 
Understanding the vendor-provided setup will help you to determine the path you must 
take (see Figure 1 below). If you are dealing with a legacy setup (not Windows Installer 
based) then repackaging is necessary in order to create an MSI. If the setup is already a 
MSI package, a transform file must be created to introduce any customization. 

 

Figure 1: Determine your starting point to determine if repackaging or transform creation is necessary 
 

Do not rely on the EXE extension to determine what type of setup you are dealing with! 
On an installation CD, a setup.exe is commonly provided as a starting point for users, but 
it may simply be the purpose of this executable to verify the installation of Windows 
Installer and then call a MSI setup from another location on the CD.  

Even more common is the use of self-extracting archives that contain the actual MSI 
setup. In this case when you run the setup.exe, you are often told to wait while the 
installation is prepared. While you are “waiting”, the self-extracting archive is 
decompressing into a temporary directory where it is then executed. This may or may 
not be a MSI setup, but it makes it that much harder to ascertain.  

One way to tell if you are dealing with a MSI setup is to watch for the startup of the 
Windows Installer service dialog (see Figure 2). It may only appear briefly, but after this 
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the look of the setup may be customized greatly, so you cannot rely on the look of the 
setup wizard to determine the kind of setup.  

 

Figure 2: The Windows Installer service startup dialog 

 

Application Research 
Before attempting to customize an installation, be sure the application functions properly 
in your environment. Depending upon other applications you have installed, the 
configuration of Windows, and the security settings and policies you may have in place, it 
is possible that the application may not function properly in your environment to begin 
with. By not taking the time to first test the application, you can waste many hours 
troubleshooting what you assume to be a problem with your deployment package. 

While it is certainly okay (even necessary) to install the application as an administrator, 
all functionality testing should be performed with no elevated security privileges. An 
application may need to write to an area of the file system or registry to which normal 
users do not have access. In this case, the program would function fine for an 
administrator account, but not for a domain user account. Identify such application 
requirements now, so you can implement any needed security changes as part of your 
customization. 

Package Expectations 
Be certain to understand what is expected of the application installation before 
proceeding. What features are to be installed? What shortcuts should be placed where? 
Should any customizations be made to the default settings? These are all very important 
questions to a successful application deployment. After all, if you don’t know what is to 
be considered success, you will be lucky to achieve it. 

It is a good idea not to accept “just accept all defaults” as installation instructions. Some 
organizations go the other extreme and document and screen shot the entire installation. 
Somewhere in between you should find a reasonable requirement to enforce for your 
organization. Some installations have little to no options and may therefore require little 
to no documentation. However, it is not uncommon to have a setup with several 
decisions to be made (and sometimes none are “default”). To spend the time creating 
and testing a package only to find you missed some desired setting or feature is 
obviously a situation to be avoided. 
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Package Creation 
You have a legacy setup package and have decided to repackage it into a MSI setup. 
There are several methods available for you to do so, which we will cover here. 

MSI Package Creation Methods 
You have “setup.exe” and you want “setup.msi”. While there is not anything so simple 
and direct as a EXE to MSI converter, the technologies available to perform the migration 
from executable to MSI do make it a far less daunting task than it was just a couple of 
years ago. 

Snap Shot Deltas 
Comparing a system before and after an installation is performed, and generating a 
package based on the difference, is the oldest and most commonly used method of 
creating a package.  

You should always use a computer with no additional software installed on it (a “clean” 
system) when creating a package in this way. This ensures that the package is aware of 
as many changes the setup would make to a system as possible. For example, if you 
already had an equal or newer version of a shared file on the computer where you were 
creating a package, it would not be changed and therefore would not make it into your 
package. This problem exposes itself when the package is installed on a computer that 
does not have this shared file - it will not be installed and the application will likely 
experience problems. 

Tip: To minimize changes implemented by the repackaging software itself, most 
vendors provide a means of running the repackager from a network location. Take 
advantage of this capability when it is available to you. 
  

 
Installation Monitoring 
Tools available today, like AdminStudio, allow you to monitor an installation 
programmatically as it takes place. This method watches lower-level system activities 
and records related changes made to the system by the legacy setup program. These 
changes can then be used to generate a MSI package just as the Snap Shot Delta 
method described above. 

This relatively new technology is faster because it does not require the before and after 
comparisons of the system to be made. However, it can also go so far as to detect items 
that may not be directly related to your package. Whether or not this is seen as a 
problem depends upon your methodology in creating a package. It is generally 
considered a good idea to capture everything, and then exclude or remove what does not 
belong, rather than to not get everything and have to troubleshoot an item that is 
missing. We will discuss more on exclusion lists and cleaning your package of extraneous 
items later in this guide. 

Extracting Additional Package Information 
Some tools can even scan the legacy setup files themselves. This is the case when 
repackaging a legacy InstallShield setup with AdminStudio. This can help to identify setup 
information that was not captured when you created your package (by snapshot or 
monitoring) such as items that may be operating system specific and did not apply to the 
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setup you performed when creating your package. Additionally, the original feature 
hierarchy is maintained in the generated MSI version of the setup. 

Further, AdminStudio provides a feature known as the “Setup Intent” wizard that can 
scan the original setup for dependency files that were not installed by the setup you 
captured, but must be installed in order for the application to execute properly. Again, 
this is another tool in helping to ensure that you include everything the application needs 
in your package, and rely less on the differences that occurred when it was installed on 
the system you were working with when creating your package. In the end, this helps to 
ensure a more portable package that can more reliably be used on other configurations 
and versions of Windows. 

Reliability – By using tools smart enough to help you to your goal, you can turn 
out more accurate packages. 
 

 

Legacy Package Conversion 
You can convert your old packages that you may have created with legacy repackaging 
tools from InstallShield, SMS, ZENworks, WinINSTALL, or Wise. Conversion tools scan 
these files to identify files, registry entries, INI updates, and shortcuts in order to build a 
Windows Installer package. 

If you had any problems with your earlier packages, migrating those problems into new 
packages is obviously not such a good idea. But even if you are very happy with your 
earlier work, migration of these packages may not be ideal. Many organizations are 
migrating to Windows Installer packages at the same time they are migrating to a newer 
operating system. This being the case, migrating your own packages may not be 
advisable. Your older packages may contain older system files, or may have 
dependencies incompatible with your new operating system. This is particularly true 
when migrating from Windows NT or earlier due to the implementation of Windows File 
Protection (WFP).  

WFP ensures files installed by the operating system are not overwritten or removed. If 
they are, Windows 2000 and later automatically replaces the file with one from its cache 
(or if not available in the cache, users may be prompted for the Windows Installation 
source). 

If you do decide to make use of legacy package conversion options, be sure to quality 
check your work once more. Aside from the potential problems with WFP, the inclusion of 
unnecessary files or registry entries will introduce much greater difficulties in a Windows 
Installer package. You do not want your installation and removal dependant upon 
temporary files or those that do not belong to your application. Such things can result in 
unnecessary repair activity and uninstall failures. 
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MSI Package QA 
Using the right tools and understanding Windows Installer are important to a successful 
package. However, a solid quality assurance (QA) process is a must for true success. 

Potential Results of a Bad Package 
While it is beyond the scope of this document to explore each of the potential results of 
deploying a bad package in depth, below is a summary of such problems.  

§ Failed Installations - Luckily, with a failed installation, Windows Installer will roll 
back and not leave target systems in an unknown state, but if you do not identify 
and correct such a problem, installation attempts may retry indefinitely.  

§ Application Errors - A bad package usually means a bad application. Packages 
that do not utilize techniques that ensure a complete package will be prone to 
such errors.  

§ Repetitive Self-Healing Attempts - Among the most annoying problems for a 
user is to wait while Windows Installer attempts to repair itself each time an 
application is launched. By including files in your package that do not belong, such 
as temporary files and files that the user cannot access, Windows Installer will fail 
to repair itself and try again at every launch.  

§ Executing One Application Triggers Self-Healing of Another - If you fail to 
ensure your packages do not interfere with each other, this rather confusing 
situation can be common. By not making use of conflict analysis and resolution 
features like AdminStudio’s ConflictSolver, it is all but impossible to verify 
compatibility between packages.  

§ Failed Updates - Windows Installer patches and updates provided by vendors 
must be applied to the original vendor MSI packages provided. If you intentionally 
or accidentally repackage an MSI, or make changes to it directly, patches and 
updates may fail. 

§ Failed Uninstalls - Uninstalling applications can break other applications if 
proper conflict resolution techniques are not applied. Including unrelated system 
files may also result in an inability to uninstall a MSI setup. 

§ Damaged Reputations - Causing users to lose time, or even their work, due to 
what can be blamed on a bad package may cause irreparable damage to the 
reputation of your package and deployment team.  

 
Exclusion Lists 
While it is important to ensure you have everything in your package that your application 
requires, including things that do not belong can cause a number of deployment issues. 
Because Windows Installer ensures all key files on a system are present, including files 
that may be deleted or inaccessible can result in repetitive attempts at reinstallation and 
repair. 

Exclusion lists are static lists of items specified before the repackaging process that are 
not to be included in your MSI. They are designed to provide you with a filter that 
removes those items you would almost never want included in a package.  
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Figure 3: The AdminStudio Global Exclusions Editor allows you to modify what is to be automatically excluded when repackaging 

If you discover something excluded from your package that is actually required, your 
repackaging software should provide a means to easily review those excluded items so 
that you include it again. However, identifying what does and does not belong can be the 
most challenging step in creating an MSI package.  

Cleaning Your Package 
Once you have your package created, it is a good idea to review it in your editor for a 
good look at what has been included. With many repackaging software suites, the editor 
provides a more intuitive view of the package where it may be easier to identify items 
that do not belong. 

PackageCleaner  
A tool specially designed to help you clean your package of items that do not belong is 
iTripoli’s PackageCleaner. This tool scans your package contents for thousands of items 
that have been determined to cause problems in deployment. Taking the exclusion list a 
step further, PackageCleaner provides details on the items it identifies to give you the 
benefit of an educated decision about if it belongs in your particular package. Among the 
details PackageCleaner presents you will see what the item is, what may happen if you 
include it and circumstances when you may want to include it. You may then simply 
select the items you wish in order to exclude from your package. 
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Figure 4: PackageCleaner provides details on thousands of items known to cause problems when creating MSI setups 
 

Identifying items that do not belong, or could cause deployment problems, has 
traditionally been a skill achieved only through costly trial and error. If you do not have 
PackageCleaner at your disposal, it is a good idea to have a more experienced individual 
examine your package for such items - the problems that could be avoided by this step 
range from simple failures to blue screen stop errors. 

 

Package Testing 
Testing packages prior to deployment is yet another critical step that must receive proper 
attention. Many organizations have special teams in place that do nothing but test 
software, while others may simply run the package as an administrator looking to see it 
launch. It is obvious which of the two organizations would be more likely to succeed.  

What to Test 
Will you test every option in each application to be deployed? Testing “everything” can 
become a time-consuming (and therefore costly) process. Not testing enough can result 
in the release of a package with application usage issues. Testing the application being 
repackaged is only part of the problem. What if the package updates shared files that 
could break another application already installed on a system? 

One popular way to deal with this is to keep an application testing checklist that covers 
major functions of several key applications. This list grows whenever a new package is 
created or a problem makes it past this testing phase. 
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A more methodical approach is to test the application in question and then examine it for 
files that are shared with other applications you have deployed. This allows you to focus 
your testing of other applications on only those susceptible to problems. Your conflict 
analysis database provides you the insight you need to quickly identify these applications 
in your environment. 

Tip: Have someone familiar with the software test it, and ensure they do not have 
any elevated (admin) privilege requirements. 
 

 

Package Testing Tools 
Outside functionality testing, the package itself must be tested. Do all the shortcuts work 
correctly? Does the removal of the software leave any files behind? There is much to 
consider and a thorough test would be difficult if not for package testing tools such as 
AdminStudio’s QualityMonitor. 

 
Figure 5: AdminStudio QualityMonitor provides an intuitive interface for performing and tracking the testing of your MSI packages 

QualityMonitor provides an intuitive interface for testing your package in order to assure 
that it works as it should when installed. Each element of the package may be checked 
automatically, or manually (depending upon the item being tested) and you can track 
successes and failures. By including “Run As” functionality you can even test items such 
as shortcuts in the context of a domain user account while logged in as an administrator. 
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Conflict Analysis and Resolution 
A Windows Installer package is a database file, containing all of the logic required to 
perform the installation for which it was created. Conflict management tools allow you to 
compare these packages against one another to identify, and even resolve, problems 
prior to deployment. 

A number of problems may be identified by comparing your packages with each other. 
Some problems such as mis-matched component GUIDs are unique to Windows Installer 
packages. Reference counts used to determine if an item should be removed on uninstall 
are based on GUIDs, so components shared between packages should reflect the same 
GUIDs in order to be successful. Potential file version conflicts or registry value 
replacements are also identified. 

Among many other potential items that can be checked for, some key things to watch for 
include: 

§ Components with identical GUIDs for new or missing files 
§ Existence of the same file with different component GUIDs 
§ Different versions of the same file 
§ Files that may be replaced with merge modules 
§ Existence of the same file association information 

Package Customization 
In this section we will discuss the use of Windows Installer transform files and the use of 
public properties to customize the installation of a MSI setup. 

Windows Installer Transforms 
Most commonly, a Windows Installer transform file (MST) is used to customize the 
installation of a vendor-provided MSI package. 

If you are creating your own MSI package, you will typically do so as you wish it to be 
deployed in your environment. However, you may have situations were you wish to 
install a package you create differently in different areas or departments. This can be 
done through the use of Windows Installer transform files which allow you to dictate any 
changes to an MSI installation as it is being installed. 

Use and Limitations of MST 
By supplying changes or alterations in a separate file, an MST merely provides an 
abstracted view of the original MSI to which it is applied. As such, transforms are to be 
used at the time of installation and cannot be used to modify an application after it has 
been installed. 

There is considerable flexibility provided by Windows Installer in that most anything can 
be added, deleted, modified, or controlled at installation time without making any 
changes to the package provided by the vendor. 

Some common uses include: 

§ Specify desired features 
§ Specify licensing information 
§ Specify additional source locations 
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§ Add, remove, or modify application shortcuts 
 

Response MST 
With a transform, you may specify serial numbers, feature installation choices, target 
directories, or anything else you would normally enter during an interactive setup. If you 
have heard people talk about specifying property values using ORCA and said “forget it”, 
you are not alone. The good news is that there are tools out there that let you specify 
choices and values for an installation without the need to “edit” a solitary thing.  

AdminStudio provides a “Response File Wizard” that lets you go through the steps of 
responding to a Windows Installer setup, recording your selections as you go. It takes 
you right up to the point where the files would begin installing onto your system and 
stops - that’s it, you have yourself an MST. 

Custom MST 
If you want to delete a shortcut, add a file, modify a registry entry, or anything else at 
all, an MST can also do the trick. If you are repackaging a setup, it normally makes sense 
to just change these things in your setup directly. You could do that, right? Well doing so 
in an MST is nearly the exact same process. Simply say you want to create a new MST, 
tell it where your MSI is, and the editor opens up just as if you were editing the MSI 
directly (see Figure 6 below). Make any and all changes you wish, hit save, and you have 
yourself a transform you can apply to make those changes “the right way”. 

Figure 6: AdminStudio provides an intuitive interface for MST file creation 

Vendor-Provided Tools for Customization 
For Office, Microsoft provides its Custom Installation Wizard for the generation of a 
transform file. For complex installations, a few vendors provided similar functionality. The 
most common implementation of a vendor-provided customization tool such as this is the 
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use of AdminStudio’s Tuner. These OEM releases of the Tuner software allow for the 
customization of the tool provided by the vendor (as opposed to the version of Tuner 
included with AdminStudio that lets you customize any MSI). 

Public Properties 
Properties are variables used by Windows Installer to store information about the 
installation taking place. In the case of a response MST, the MST may be nothing more 
than specified values for various properties. Public properties are those properties that 
may be set at the command line. 

Standard Public Properties 
There are a good number of public properties that may be used to control an installation 
from the command line. Below are a few key properties: 

§ TARGETDIR is used to specify the location to copy the installation 
package during an administrative installation. 

§ ALLUSERS determines where configuration information will be stored. 
§ DISABLEMEDIA prevents the installer from registering media sources, 

such as a CD-ROMs, as valid sources for the product.  
§ REBOOTPROMPT suppresses the display of prompts for reboots to the 

user. 
§ TRANSFORMS identifies a list of transforms to be applied to the 

database. 
§ ADDLOCAL identifies a list of features to be installed locally.  
§ ADVERTISE identifies a list of features to be advertised.  
§ ADDSOURCE identifies a list of features to be run from source.  
§ REMOVE identifies a list of features to be removed. 
§ REINSTALL identifies a list of features to be reinstalled. 
§ SOURCELIST specifies a list of network server shares for the Windows 

Installer to search if the primary server is unavailable. Separate multiple 
server shares with semi-colons. 

  
As an example of just how much control you have from the command line, here is a 
summary of just some of the public properties available for controlling how a program 
displays itself in the Add/Remove Programs applet of the Windows Control Panel. 

§ ARPAUTHORIZEDCDFPREFIX may be used to specify the URL of the 
update channel for the application.  

§ ARPCOMMENTS provides Comments for the Add/Remove Programs in 
the Control Panel.  

§ ARPCONTACT provides the Contact for Add/Remove Programs in the 
Control Panel.  

§ ARPINSTALLLOCATION specifies the fully qualified path to the 
application's primary folder.  

§ ARPHELPLINK dictates the Internet address, or URL, to be displayed for 
technical support.  

§ ARPHELPTELEPHONE allows you to specify any technical support phone 
numbers to be displayed. 

§ ARPNOMODIFY may be used to prevent the display of a Change button 
for the product in Add/Remove Programs in the Control Panel. 

§ ARPNOREMOVE prevents display of a Remove button for the product in 
the Add/Remove Programs in the Control Panel.  
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§ ARPNOREPAIR disables the Repair button in the Add/Remove Programs 
in the Control Panel. 

§ ARPPRODUCTICON identifies the icon displayed in Add/Remove 
Programs. 

§ ARPREADME specifies the the ReadMe for Add/Remove Programs in 
Control Panel.  

§ ARPSIZE allows you to specify the estimated size of the application in 
kilobytes.  

§ ARPSYSTEMCOMPONENT prevents display of the application in the 
Programs List of the Add/Remove Programs in the Control Panel. 

§ ARPURLINFOABOUT may be used to specify the URL for application's 
home page.  

§ ARPURLUPDATEINFO may be used to specify the URL for application 
update information.  

 
Custom Public Properties 
Authors of Windows Installer setups may create their own non-standard properties and 
make use of them in any way they wish. How they are used and what values they will 
accept are entirely up to the MSI author. Here are a few examples of how some vendors 
make use of public properties. 

§ DESKTOP_SHORTCUT is used by VMWare’s setup to specify if a shortcut 
should be placed on the desktop. 

§ ASSOCIATE is used by Microsoft for the Visio Viewer installation to allow 
you to specify if the viewer should be associated with Visio document files. 

§ ISX_SERIALNUMBER is used by eHelp/Macromedia to allow the serial 
number to be specified at the command line. 

§ ACAD_SILENT_LICENSE is required by AutoDesk to allow the silent 
installation of its Volo View Express software. 

§ JAVAUPDATE is used by Sun’s Java Runtime Environment to specify if 
users should be prompted to update. 

§ LICENSE_ACCEPTED is used by ESRI to provide an automated means of 
agreeing to the end user license agreement. 

 

Tip: Knowing what properties are available and how they may be used is left 
largely up to documentation by the respective vendors. Examining the Property 
table in the MSI and examining the logic of the MSI itself may further expose 
properties you may use. Just remember, to be used at the command line, they 
must be in all capitals. It is uncommon to find good documentation of public 
properties. Those above were contributed in the Package Knowledge base at 
AppDeploy.com where people share information about the installation of software, 
both Windows Installer and the repackaging or use of command line switches 
provided by legacy setups. For more information, visit 
http://www.appdeploy.com/packages. 
 

 

Review 
Windows Installer is a powerful installation technology with all the bases covered. As you 
have seen, the many great features of Windows Installer do inherently make Windows 
Installer that much more complex. However, creating or customizing MSI packages for 
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your environment is made much easier by understanding it and the tools available to 
help you manage it. 

AdminStudio: 
http://www.installshield.com/products/adminstudio  

PackageCleaner: 
http://www.packagecleaner.com  

Windows Installer Home Page:  
http://www.appdeploy.com/techhomes/windowsinstaller.asp 

 


